BRITISH SPEED
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Mr. Peter Boor, President,
IHPVA

coverage they have had all over the world, I have three other major
companies ready to jump in.
Also please water. I am coming back to a 200 meter course on still
water on the Serpentine in the middle of London, rather than a
longer course, and all my advisers say that 25 mph is a realistically
impossible goal to aim for. The moment I get your approval, I
will dig out an international sponsor, and we will get the whole
thing under way.

8 September 1980

(And I think you will not be surprised to learn that dispite all the
worries we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves)

Dear Peter,

Greetings to all and don't think it is going to be so easy next time.

I am pleased to be able to tell you that we are still alive and well,
and that the first European speed Championships were a great
success. That Al and his boys scooped the pool was only to
be expected, but considering that it was our first year, and that
effectively only five months work went into the machines, our
entrants were not in any way disgraced, nor too far outclassed.
Speeds were inevitably way below Ontario because of the short
run up, and the sudden gusts of wind produced some distinctly
thoughtful moments. The Manupeds in particular suffered from
the wind, which was the cause of the one really sensational crash
of the day. It was a pity, because the machine was going at over
46 mph at the time. Still fortunately nobody was hurt. Most of the
English machines had taken heed of our warnings and had three or
four wheels. There were the expected mistakes of lack of testing,
instability and wild optimism about gear ratios. Proceedings were
enlivened by a coxed four from Munich, which had a steersman
seated in lofty splendour on high, while his slaves flogged their
guts out in a rowing motion which was transmitted towheels.
There were at least a dozen other unorthodox but very interesting ideas.

Yours
Peter Selby
P.S. Could we also arrange an event in Australia?
ASPRO CLEAR CHALLENGE 1980
6th September 1980
RESULTS
Single Rider Machines
Vehicle No.

We were fortunate in having good weather all day, and a crowd
estimated at over 20,000. The press from all over the world was
there, as well as television, and I believe it has gone out as a satellited news item in almost every territory. Certainly my sister in
Saudi Arabia saw a 3 minute report on Sunday night. There were
15 minute reports on Nationwide on Friday and today, and it
has been on the Children's programme 'Blue Peter' and all the
news programmes on both networks. I am making a half hour
documentary from all the material which we have shot and which
has been made available to us. It should be available in about a
month, and we will be trying to sell it all over the world.

Fastest Run
Sec

m.p.h.

1st

39

Vector Single

9.61

46.55- Grylls

2nd

44

Vector Single

9.87

45.32- Barczewski

3rd

41

Manuped

10.55

42.40

4th

43

Manuped

10.74

41.65

2

Poppy Flyer

11.01

40.63

26

Tony
Glaysher

11.10

40.30

28

Philip
Webster

11.10

40.30

14

Britax

12.15

36.82

6

Transition

12.27

36.46

3

The Manta

13.57

32.96

20

Mike's Solo

13.66

32.88

On the Thursday before the event we did a road run with the one
man Vector in very crowded conditions. This finished along the
sea front at Brighton'. We all survived, thank goodness and both I
and NBC got some good film. Vector averaged a comfortable 30
mph including urban conditions, traffic lights etc. For the sake of
our sanity, longevity and the peace of mind of future generations,
please assure Al we do not want to repeat this one!
We were able to start the actual event itself at 8.30, getting under
way in fact at 8.45. The timing, by SEIKO was all electronic, and
very efficient, with the time being displayed on big boards, and
instantly converted into miles an hour. The commentator, David
Duffield is an ex-racing tricyclist himself, and as he is the best in
the country at this type of event, we were very fortunate there.
Unfortunately loud speakers were not extended back to the paddock, and so competitors did not have full information. This was
our major mistake to be rectified next year. All the competitors
had at least three runs, and we had short intervals with a marching
band and with a stunt plane doing tricks, and then we finished
with the six fastest solos and multis each having one run. Except
for a couple of runs early in the day, the wind was too high for
records to be set up.

Name

Multiple Rider Machines
Vehicle No.

After the three runs, we had planned a semi final, but as time was
getting on, I scrapped this and substituted final runs for the six
fastest in the two categories. In fact on one succeeded in beating
his precious time. After the last Vector run, all the machines came
together at the finish line in a scene of total chaos, which was
rather fun, and large cheques were doled out to all your wretched
lot.... (Actually they did deserve them).
Anyway, I think we are well launched, and a great deal of enjoyment was had by everybody. May I confirm that we would definitely like to have the permission to run an event next year, probably over two days, with a one hour road race on the Sunday at
Goodwood or some other suitable race track? Even if Aspro
Nicholas back out, which is extremely unlikely from all the
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Name

Fastest Run
Sec

m.p.h.

9.43

47.44 -Grylls/
Barczewski

1st

38

Vector Tandem

2nd

19

Webb/Hughes

10.60

42.20

3rd

37

Ken Bird
Tandem

11.04

40.52

4th

33

11.18

40.01

22

B.P. Research
Centre
Hawker/
Hudspith
Tricycle

11.77

38.17

30

Hexapod 80

14.04

31.86

31

Highview High
School

14.21

31.48

detail on the analysis, see article by Prof. Chet Kyle in July, Aug.,
Nov.'74 Bicycling magazines.

weight x .045 (V1 - V2)
-lbs
seconds
This force will be at an average speed of V1 + V2
2
Kyle's experiments with early HPVs and bike/riders so inspired
those involved that the IHPVA was formed and the historical
achievements of the past five years were the end result.
bs =-

One final caution: All drag readings must be taken at constant
speed to eliminate the F = ma effect. Even the smallest variations
in tow vehicle speed could create forces greater than air drag.
The ATT is not only cheap, easily rigged and simple, but it can
produce more meaningful results than a multi-million dollar wind
tunnel. Again, like the PMWTS, even wind tunnels with floor
boundary layer drawdown cannot simulate the compounded
complexities of wheelspin; ground effect, shear and interference
at the body/road interface. Unlike wind tunnel setups, in the
real world both air and road sweep past the HPV's lower body
at the same speed. Even attempts to simulate these effects in
the wind tunnel by moving belt road simulators have failed-so far.

And finally, a plug for an even simpler, if crude, coasting method.
This one requires but a basic bike and a stopwatch as used by myself. Glen Brown and others.
The "hill coasting" method is simple (See figure 4). Mark off
an interval on a grade steep enough to produce the desired speed
range. On a dead calm morning, carefully time and record several
runs down the hill. Change but one thing per set and repeat, making sure that the weight is maintained constant. The change in
coasting time gives a good comparative measure of improvement
(or the reverse) in overall drag by your modification.

A bicycle was first utilized as a moving test stand for drag meassurement before the Wright Bros. built their wind tunnel. We are
in good company still with later experimenters who used their
family wagon (or minibike!) as a shoestring budget substitue for
a wind tunnel!

In the case of my "Bod Pod", I found a reduction of about 10%
in the coasting time. This about matched my improved distance
covered during one hour runs in my crude Pod prototype.

COASTING INTO THE FINISH
An article about shoestring methods to avoid wind tunneling
wouldn't be complete without mention of Dr. Chester Kyle's
original classroom/hallway experiments. Such a level and enclosed coasting tests as conducted at the Long Beach campus
are ideal for developing empirical curves of overall drag vs. speed.
From this, required power vs. speed can easily be derived and
plotted. "Coastdown tests" are used to measure deceleration
rate. Equidistant intervals are laid out and time recorded as the
bike and rider coast through. Professor Kyle's articles describe
how to convert the elapsed times to drag in pounds. If you have a
stopwatch and a speedometer, all you have to do is record the time
to coast from one speed (V1) to another (V2). Drag force is then:

In conclusion, I suspect that many HPV developers feel at a disadvantage without access to a wind tunnel. Fact is, with the above
"poor man's methods" you might well come out with more meaningful results! Especially if done in dead calm air and repeated
until "reproducible" data has been collected. Safety First! For
survival of you and your team, the methods I have outlined should
be conducted on a reserved airport taxiway or raceway, or an
empty road.
For further information of bibliography references, telephone Will
White at (415) 489-6296 or write Will at BREAK THRU ENTER
ENTERPRISES, 32300 Trevor Avenue, Hayward CA 94544.
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